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Abstract

The concept of smart cities has become very popular in recent times and with much more clear understanding. The evaluation of Internet of things and recent progress in the technology has given smart city project a real lift. IOT models can easily be integrated in different fields and sections of a city to attain a working smart city. Modern Smart city should not only be technologically advanced but must also provide better quality of life and more opportunities improved lifestyle and development for its citizen. This Paper provides us a survey of how Internet of things can help us in the development of a smart city and also identifies the main components and elements characterizing a smart city.

Furthermore we will also discuss the benefits a society will get from the working smart city project.
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1. Introduction

Internet of things is a concept based on the network of objects in combination of electronic equipment, software technologies and connectivity for the interchange of data and information. This can be extended to the concept of the smart city in which objects sense, control and transfer information without human intervention for the improvement of the quality of standard and simplifying the complex system associated with the current cities. [1]It can be defined as the connection between the entities of this world via different electronic and software empowerment to achieve the goal of a world with intelligence and the next step is to use this connection to create a city working smartly and efficiently. [2]

It is a reality in which everything around us behaves as an object connected to a large network to have an effective and smart living to improve the environment around us. [3]The idea behind Internet of things was to
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revolve around everything around us that have power of decision making using latest technologies. This points to the fact that proper and organized use of the given information and computing and electronic technologies will improve the urban city productivity. This concept of IOT opens the door for the development of a Smart City.

IOT can be implemented to make different department of our cities work efficiently by the use of objects which are assigned IP address, including sensors, machines, and other electronic devices, that are all part of a massive network which communicates to each other transferring information, taking real time decisions to enable efficient working of objects. This IOT is the basis of the concept of a smart city in which ideally all the objects communicate with each other to transfer information just like us the humans to assist in the improvement of the quality of life in variety of ways. IOT is definitely the major factor for the smart cities.

Smart city is just an application of the concept of IOT in which different technologies are integrated with the current communication system to support the automated working of devices of our everyday use for better city administration and provide more benefits for their citizens. The prominence of the internet of things has enabled the concept of smart cities which has been very important for the urban development. Smart city solutions will allow the real time data collection and analysis which will enhance the decision making capabilities immensely. Internet of things provides every time connectivity to anything surrounded by us with the help of advanced technology to make cities a smarter place to live and to provide solution of different urban city problems.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: section 2 provides an overview of the research approach, followed by describing the components of a smart city and concluding with a brief discussion on how the components of a smart city will get benefit from IOT followed by conclusion and further directions.

2. Literature Review

With the advancement in technology and internet the concept of internet of things has materialized very quickly. It is a concept to convert every physical object that we use in our everyday life to become intelligent object that can take decision without human intervention obviously keeping track of data through sensors and supports a communication link to the internet. The internet of things links two different worlds, the world of internet and our physical world. The resulting system will bring smart technology in our lives. It is expected to expand after the recent plan of Google to launch the ‘loon for all’ project. According to Google two-thirds of the world population does not have the facility of internet. Internet connectivity with the required technology is the requirement to have smartly working objects. The major goal is to create smart cities extending to smart universe for the maximum optimization of the available resources.

Smart city emphasizes on the need of a system which is spread through a city in which every object is working intelligently gathering information from different sources and processing real time information and taking decisions based on that to simplify the complex operation of a certain city. The whole idea is to capture all the information available from the objects to improve every aspect of daily life. Efficient working is the way forward and smart city is a concept to achieve the goal utilizing all the available technology for the people’s benefit.

It is a very attractive and popular idea because it is associated with the wellbeing of people. Cities plays a major role in the socio economic aspects worldwide, currently cities require different ways to management of problems and solution of those problem in an efficient way. The concept of smart city provides the intelligent solutions of problems associated in the cities by the application of technologies to cities. This will require the integration of technology and organization that improves the efficiency of the environment.

We have some relevant cases of smart cities implementation IOT infrastructure. New York Digital City and Barcelona Smart City are the two examples we can consider. The model is in its early stages but it has already achieved goals described in the working model and has made life easier for their citizens in many fields of their
life.

3. Components Of Smart Cities

Smart city evolves from the interaction of different industrial and organizational sectors such as smart connections. Smart cities have currently not been limited to information and communication technologies (ICT), but and are concentrated on enhancing urban life regarding their components.

3.1. Smart Governance

It ensures the basic planning and development required to run the affairs of the city smoothly and effectively. It is a very good idea to keep the decision making aspect and the implementation of those decisions to the specialized people of their relative fields to maximize the effectiveness of the smart city project. The government holds a very important responsibility in administrating everything efficiently which in turns provide a basic infrastructure to work on. [1]

The government needs to work on policies which increase competition in the field of research and revolutionize and enhance the skills required for the development of smart economy. It should also device a plan to increase the living standard of people and create a stable job market which leads them towards smart living. Another important component of the smart city is the devising good development policies for the betterment of the environment we live in to attain the smart environment. Another basic ingredient is the requirement of the advanced technology which means connectivity between things all the time and mutual sharing of information which needs huge amount of data flow and storage that is another component of a smart city which can be referred to as smart connections. [11]

3.2. Smart Connections

Smart Connections is all about being connected all the times. A concept of smart city has evolved from the concept of smart objects and IOT which basically means every object needs a connection to communicate and behave intelligently. A smart city will ensure that its citizens are getting the required connections. This connection actually creates a link between the people and the objects which is what we require in a smart city project. The big giant of the communication and network world has supported the idea of smart city development through internet of things and are providing the infrastructure for the interconnection of devices and people. Core network requirement includes the any type of connectivity wired or wireless for the communication and sensors which can work as the actuators and huge amount of data flow to be countered, as well as the security [11].Internet of things has revolutionized the current communication infrastructure and integrated a highly advanced communication system [13] in which you have fast communications ways, large data management and manipulation and intelligence is required to convert the given data into information that can be used to the benefit of the people in a user friendly way paving the way for the smart city model.[12]

3.3. Smart Economy

In its literal meaning smart economy refers to the economy which can be a competitive economy that can be beneficial for the people and providing efficient ways of developing business and trade to boost the economy. A working smart city model enabled by internet of things can save your resources beyond imagination which in turn would help your economy grow. Smart economy is basically shows how good the area is for business and partnerships to grow revenue. One approach towards the smart economy is to indulge common people towards the big decisions, they can monitor, analyze and take fruitful decision regarding the budget that will not only empower them but also offers the path to real time economy decisions [14].Smart Economy is a very important factor of the smart city and it needs to be a knowledge based economy which can provide the new employment
opportunities and is not rigid. It also provides the best use of the natural resources available and the preservation for the future use. Smart economy is actually the ability to take quick decisions according to the global market situations and adapting to the ever changing scenarios for the development and progress of the city [15]. Economy is a basic parameter to analyze the performance of a city.

### 3.4. Smart People

Smart cities need smart people for the development. You need people to be aware of the concept and play their part because technology and the institutions cannot do the job alone. Citizens are very important factor of the smart city because a smart city is a network of people and Internet of things connected to provide better lifestyle to the citizens of the smart cities. Smart People are basically the building block of a smart city which is driven by forward thinking and motivated to achieve new ways of doing certain things [16]. Smart cities development affects the lifestyles and the living standards of the people and they are the ones which gets the maximum benefit from the smart cities. The society plays a big role in defining or labeling anything as success or as a failure so as a fundamental component of the smart city environment the people also needs to be aware of their responsibilities and a collective effort is needed from their side to make a smart city project as a success.

### 3.5. Smart Environment

Smart environment is a tool to provide planning for the growth, utilization and protection of the natural resources in effective and intelligent way. It is necessary to use the technology to increase the quality of the natural resources to support the long term ecological balance and to manipulate the available resources to the betterment of the society. [17]

### 4. Discussion

Internet of things extending to the smarter cities and smart living concept is getting popular as the time goes by and recent innovations has also made it the most talked prospect of the IT world. The leaders in the IT industry has also stepped into this revolutionary phase of smart cities development which shows the great signs for the future of the Internet of things concept and pervasive computing. ARM has been involved in developing different internet of things devices for the smart city project. Now the biggest computing technology company has also taken the initiative for the building of IOT devices. Intel will now be involved providing the computing technologies and communication products that will give new direction for the IOT paving the way for the creation of smart cities worldwide.

IOT and the smart city concept heavy flow of data which also needs to be secured. Everything around us will communicate so the flow of data will be immense and the issue of security is also need to be considered. McAfee a leading internet security provider is hoping to secure the devices of IOT and the infrastructure of the smart city without affecting the efficiency. Another giant in the field of networking of internet, Cisco has showed their interest in the smart city development by working on different projects related to IOT integrating their networking infra structures. Microsoft also announced operating system IOT devices it’s a cross platform service that will connect through the IP’s of the devices. Oracle is also embedding java technology to increase the productivity and efficiency of IOT. Smart city is obviously a next step of Internet of things or we can say the Internet of things are the basic infrastructure of the working smart city. Smart city can easily be implemented by integrating the concepts of IOT which is already in practice in different areas of the world.

Below is the table of the smart city components emphasizing on the area of work and their benefits to the society. Smart Governance will ensure us the efficiency and reduction of the work load of the people. It will also enable the common people of the society to have access to the decision making and policies of the government and he can also give his own input. Connectivity will definitely help us improve our lifestyle and
knowledge about certain things that we usually don’t have. Always on connections means lesser time for our work and quick solutions for our problems. Economy is very essential part of any city development and working on smart economy will certainly provide us with lots of benefits one those will be more and more opportunities for business and employment which in turn will have economic growth. By making people aware and intelligent of the latest trends we are bound to get good results because they are the building blocks of the society. Equal opportunities for quality education will help tremendously for the growth of the society. Safe and cleaner atmosphere is what we need in this world, by integrating the technology we can make our environment cleaner and make this world a safer and cleaner place to live. A smart city is one that highlights environments, services and opportunities for everyone. It also provides support for all age groups and it supports variety and multifromity. It is also requirement of a smart city to provide information whenever it is required through its use of the technology. Working on the areas which we have discussed and shown in the below table can help us maximize the benefits of the smart city for the people. This concept will involve the whole community which will ensure the participation of each and every individual by making them part of the system as we have shown in the table.

Table 1. Smart City Components and Their Benefits

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Smart City Components</th>
<th>Working Area</th>
<th>Benefits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Smart Governance</td>
<td>• Basic Planning &amp; Development</td>
<td>• Quick &amp; Real Time Access to Government Policies and Plans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Open Government</td>
<td>• Reduction of Human Effort</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Online System &amp; Services</td>
<td>• Efficiency Enhanced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smart Connections</td>
<td>• High End Connectivity 24/7</td>
<td>• Better Lifestyle and quality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Objects to People Connectivity and vice versa</td>
<td>• Knowledge Based Living</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Data Management and Information Sharing</td>
<td>• Problems Minimized</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Work Load Reduces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smart Economy</td>
<td>• Provide Opportunity and Productivity</td>
<td>• Global and National Investment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Competitive Environment</td>
<td>• More Employment Opportunities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Financial Hub</td>
<td>• Increase in GDP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smart People</td>
<td>• Quality Of Life</td>
<td>• Reduction in Crime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Education Facilities</td>
<td>• Better Education For All</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Health &amp; Safety</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smart Environment</td>
<td>• Resource Management</td>
<td>• Reduction in Energy Consumption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Smart Buildings</td>
<td>• Safe Atmosphere</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Sustainable Planning</td>
<td>• Cleaner &amp; Healthier Cities</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Conclusion

In this paper we analyzed how Internet of things can be used to develop a smart city. We also threw light on the amazing benefits on the society and common people by the development of a smart city. The discussion was also carried on how the world is behaving to the technological advancements and continuously improving IOT. The IOT has matured to a level that it is now a great platform to work on and make new exciting additions to it for the purpose of better and efficient lifestyle.
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